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ABSTRACTS

This special issue offers the antitrust community the opportunity to reflect on how AI is de facto affecting all markets—thus competition law. It shows what competition law can learn from AI and vice versa. The issues discussed in these articles include the adoption of algorithms and computational tools in the antitrust domain, the challenges of detecting anticompetitive behavior performed by AI algorithms (e.g. reinforcement learning algorithms), and competition law and the IoT. The authors are scholars, antitrust enforcers, and practitioners who provide us with three different perspectives on the matter of AI and competition law.
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1. When Kevin Ashton, a London-based computer scientist at Procter & Gamble, finished his PowerPoint presentation in 1999 to persuade his managers that his company should put radio frequency identification tags and other sensors on products in the supply chain, he needed a title for his presentation. The title would be the “Internet of Things” (IoT), thereby coining a growing and irresistible phenomenon. More than twenty years later, the IoT has become reality. IoT has “smart” possible: Smart cities, smart homes, smart factories, smart farms, smart cities and more. But, although the IoT remains an incipient technology, the artificial intelligence and algorithms embedded in IoT devices have ushered in an array of regulatory concerns. One of these concerns lies in the IoT’s effects on competition: Antitrust concerns of the IoT pare down to the emergence of so-called “gatekeepers.”

2. This article discusses the fear that the IoT has and will generate gatekeepers. Market tipping, or the extreme concentration of a market by one or few players, remains a basic premise for the designation of gatekeepers. This article demonstrates that the notion of market tipping in IoT confuses the first-mover advantage inherent to “market creation.” Absent market tipping or with considerable qualifications, antitrust authorities should reconsider a hasty analysis concluding that IoT markets epitomize gatekeepers.

I. Introduction to IoT

3. The IoT connects the hardware and software products with the Internet: IoT connectivity transforms basic products and functions into “smart devices”—“smart” because these devices act smarter than things that have not been tagged with sensors and connectivity. As a result, Internet-enabled devices (or “smart devices”) now represent a considerable part of our daily lives.

From smart home products (i.e., smart light bulbs, smart speakers, smart kitchen…) to smart supply chains through smart automation, the IoT transforms physical objects into information ecosystems powered through data processing and connectivity. Now, more than 25% of businesses use IoT technologies. By 2023, the IoT will account for 43 billion connected devices, a threefold increase from 2018, with larger companies and American companies being the early adopters of IoT technologies.

Figure 1.

2. D. Castro, J. Mora, The Internet of Things (Center for Data Innovation Report, November 2013) (noting at 28 that “there is a need for policymakers to break away from old ways of thinking about data as something to be tightly controlled, and instead view it as a valuable resource to harness for social good”).
3. F. Dahlqvist, M. Patel, A. Rajko, J. Shulman, Growing Opportunities on the Internet of Things, McKinsey & Company (July 2019) (noting at 2 that “technological [development] means that IoT technology will become easier to implement, opening the door for a wider variety of companies to benefit from IoT applications”).
4. The economic impact of the IoT cannot be underestimated: It embodies the seeds for disruptive innovations with multiple unknown benefits; IoT technologies represent \$14 trillion of value creation in a decade.\(^7\) Moreover, as a “disrupting manufacturing,” the IoT “opens up real opportunities for early adopters looking for a competitive edge.”\(^8\) In addition, IoT increases labor productivity and overall growth, albeit the full potential is yet to be unfolded.\(^9\)

5. This capacity to early adopt IoT technologies and thus create new markets for “smart devices” is a double-edged sword. On the one side, the competitive advantage represents an illustration of the Schumpeterian competition-escape innovation: Disruption enables companies to fiercely compete over basic products by transforming them into smart devices. To be sure, IoT technologies are the result of “competition and rising customer requirements” and the need for firms to differentiate with outstanding technologically embedded basic devices.\(^6\) IoT appliances promise a better quality of life, greater (industrial and energy) efficiency, stronger security, and health protection, etc.\(^9\) On the other hand, first-mover advantages may generate concerns from competition authorities given the monopolistic position of the disruptor.

II. Antitrust concerns: Gatekeepers via market tipping

6. Unlike the Internet, IoT technologies do not have a single global standard: Because IoT-connected devices inherently relate to the physical world, each IoT ecosystem or project necessarily accounts for physical properties (such as distance, support material, etc.) and thereby is application-specific.\(^10\) Consequently, most IoT technologies presumably embed closed ecosystems with the lack of IoT interoperable standards.

7. Even though “the IoT market is at an early stage of development, far from its full potential,” antitrust authorities already share concerns across the Atlantic.\(^11\) The diffusion and adoption of IoT technologies are crucial to spurring economic growth through the widespread use of IoT innovation.\(^12\) Yet, antitrust authorities seem willing to regulate the allegedly emerging “gatekeepers” in the IoT.\(^13\)

8. In Europe, European Commission’s Executive Vice-President Margrethe Vestager announced on June 9, 2021, the preliminary results of its competition sector inquiry into markets for consumer IoT-related products. The European antitrust head feared that IoT would lead to emerging gatekeepers in IoT: “When we launched this sector inquiry, we were concerned that there might be a risk of gatekeepers emerging in this sector. We were worried that they could use their power to harm competition, to the detriment of developing businesses and consumers. From the first results published today, it appears that many in the sector share our concerns.”\(^14\) Puzzlingly, without mention a single time of “gatekeeper” or “market tipping” in the Preliminary Report, the European Commission thus concludes that there are emerging gatekeepers and that IoT markets tend to tip.\(^15\)

9. Launched on July 16, 2020, the final report of the IoT sector inquiry is expected in the first half of 2022. Nevertheless, the European antitrust authorities’ fears of market tipping in the IoT appear to materialize. The main risks identified in 2020 by the European Commission were the emergence of gatekeepers through market tipping due to network effects and scale economies: “Despite its relatively early stage of development, the sector for consumer IoTs related products and services in the Union, there are indications of company behaviour conducive to structurally distorting competition in and for this sector. In particular, there are indications of contractual and de facto restrictions of data access and interoperability, the emergence of digital ecosystems and gatekeepers, as well as certain forms of self-preferencing and practices linked to the use of proprietary standards that could represent barriers to entry and innovation, and could lead to restrictions of market access for competitors, thereby restricting and/or distorting competition in the sector.”\(^16\)

10. Without further justification, the sector inquiry primarily focused on “consumer IoTs related products and services” (i.e., those used by end users) with a specific focus on “smart home devices.” Such narrow focus precludes the Preliminary Report and the expected report to have a


13. In Europe, the notion of gatekeeper came to regulatory existence with the proposal of the Digital Markets Act. For an analysis of the proposal, see A. Patureau, The Digital Markets Act: European Precautionary Antitrust (ITIF Report, May 2021) (where at 14–21 we question the notion of market tipping as being instrumental to the designation of gatekeepers).


comprehensive perspective of the competitive constraints and market players operating in the IoT (Business-to-Business and Business-to-Consumers included).\textsuperscript{17}

11. Because the network effects and the scale of data collected matter to develop a viable competitive strategy, IoT market players focus on data collection before “smartly” processing them. Otherwise, artificial intelligence embedded in IoT devices proves ineffective. However, the European Commission seems to perceive these first-mover advantages over IoT devices as a potential distortion of the “competitive structures.”\textsuperscript{18}

12. The preliminary report reaches the desired conclusions: Although acknowledging that the Sector Inquiry “includes only a portion of the EU consumer IoT sector” (excluding B-to-C IoT notwithstanding), the European Commission focuses its “main features of competition” of IoT on the niche market for customer voice assistants.\textsuperscript{19}

In this market where digital companies such as Amazon, Google, Samsung, and Apple have been first movers, the European Commission notes that “respondents find it unlikely that there would be new entrants in the market for general-purpose voice assistants in the short term, given that the costs of developing and operating new general-purpose voice assistants are seen as prohibitively high.”\textsuperscript{20} To obliterating the medium-/long-term and to consider that high investment costs make improbable a rival capable of competing with Amazon, Google, Samsung and Apple suggest that the competition analysis conveniently rejects a dynamic approach with a longer-term analysis encompassing potential competition from powerful actors (such as Microsoft, Oracle, Samsung, etc.).\textsuperscript{21} Also, it rejects any competitive constraint and potential entry by some of the most prominent IoT companies in the world.\textsuperscript{22} Ultimately it ignores the vast benefits to consumers from market share and network effects.

13. To be sure, voice assistant technologies may raise privacy concerns.\textsuperscript{23} They may even lead to lawsuits such as the recently announced lawsuit against Google’s Voice Assistant in a federal court in California.\textsuperscript{24} But these concerns are not antitrust concerns: Dominant and non-dominant companies should be subject to the same privacy regulatory standards, and enforcement of such standards should not be conditional to the exercise of market power.

14. Interestingly, the Preliminary Report overlooks Amazon’s effort to build an alliance to foster interoperability in the voice assistant market.\textsuperscript{25} The European Commission should encourage concrete steps such as Amazon’s efforts. The Preliminary Report acknowledges the coming launch of “Project Connected Home over IP”—an interoperability alliance between Amazon, Apple, Google, and the Connectivity Standards Alliance (formerly Zigbee Alliance, which includes notably Ikea, Samsung, Philips) for a unified, open-source smart home platform.\textsuperscript{26} A unified smart home standard protocol is currently under development: “Matter” would ensure seamless interoperability among smart device manufacturers.\textsuperscript{27} Thanks to standardization, the IoT smart devices would then be more easily interoperable whenever they related to the products and services covered by the project. And yet, the European Commission fails to draw the necessary implications from these projects.

15. The Preliminary Report acknowledges that IoT smart devices rely on a mixture of open ecosystems (i.e., open standards or open-source IoT technologies) and closed ecosystems (i.e., proprietary technologies, either licensable or not licensable to third parties).\textsuperscript{28} However, the Preliminary Report fails to infer the necessary implications for antitrust purposes of such distinctions. For example, do interoperability requirements matter more in

\textsuperscript{17} Ibid. at para. 2 where “smart home devices” are “to be understood as devices used by consumers that are connected to a network and used in the smart home context, such as fridges, washing machines, smart TVs, smart speakers and lighting systems.”

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., paras. 3–4 where the Commission considers that “[a]lthough these data may be an important contributing factor to market power both in the sector for consumer IoT related products and services, and the competitive structures thereof . . . Data is a key input in the development of artificial intelligence and companies having access to this input are likely to be better positioned to compete in markets where artificial intelligence is important.”

\textsuperscript{19} European Commission, op. cit. note 15.

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., at 7.


\textsuperscript{22} For a list of the most important IoT companies, see https://www.wired.com/story/best-internet-of-things-companies (last accessed on July 1, 2021).

\textsuperscript{23} See FTC’s TRENDBiz Inc., C-4426, 122 3090 (2014) (surveillance in the home of unauthorized viewers).


\textsuperscript{28} European Commission, Preliminary Report, op. cit. note 15, at 74.
closed ecosystems? Do competition concerns bear more relevance in closed ecosystems? Also, what are the prospects for mutually agreed interoperability? For, smart device manufacturers and IoT service providers can improve interoperability through alliances, not necessarily by forced interoperability which would presumably raise consumer prices.

16. As Michael Porter and James Heppelmann write, “closed systems create competitive advantage by allowing a company to control and optimize the design of all parts of the system relative to one another. ( . . . ) A closed approach requires significant investment and works best when a single manufacturer has a dominant position in the industry that can be leveraged to control the supply of all parts of the smart, connected product system.”32 On the contrary, open systems should seldom generate antitrust concerns. This begs the following legal question for competition authorities: Given the tendency of IoT technologies to operate within closed ecosystems, and given the newness of these devices, is there a risk that few companies quickly become gatekeepers in the IoT due to their ability to tip these nascent markets? In other words, do the antitrust concerns about gatekeeping companies in digital services susceptible to materialize for IoT’s smart devices?

17. This question relates to the extent of possible standardization as this would preclude gatekeeping positions. It is clear from the report that standardization is not the panacea and should only be sought when proprietary solutions or open-source solutions cannot solve “customer, business, and technical problems more effectively and more cost-efficiently.”33 Rather than inferring the adequate antitrust implications from its observations, the Preliminary Report conveniently excludes Samsung’s market position as voice assistant providers and thus considers that: “In practice, consumer IoT products and services are generally centred on a few proprietary consumer IoT technology platforms, namely Amazon’s, Apple’s, and Google’s voice assistants and/or smart device operating systems. The majority of respondents consider that leading technology platforms hold bottleneck positions in the consumer IoT sector.”34

18. The “bottleneck positions” clearly refers to a gatekeeper status: The explicitly mentioned companies allegedly have tipped the market for voice assistants and are emerging gatekeepers in the “consumer IoT technology platforms” market.35 In other words, market leaders and innovators benefit from the winner-take-most phenomenon due to network effects and scale economies. This bears a negative connotation in the Preliminary Report when the European Commission writes: “Overall, respondents express the view that, whether via standardization or independent alliances, major technology companies mostly take the lead and impose their own technology solutions.”36

19. Does market builders/leaders necessarily suggest that innovators are gatekeepers? With respect to voice assistants only, companies such as Amazon, Apple, and Google (Samsung and Microsoft excluded) may “have an unfair advantage to competitors as they could gather more insights about consumers.”37 Regarding first movers, this is equivalent to reproach innovators to reach end users before non-innovative rivals.

20. In the United States, the antitrust implications of the IoT emerged in 2013 when the Federal Trade Commission organized a workshop dedicated to IoT.38 In addition, a recently introduced bill—the “IoT Readiness Act”—would require the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to collect data on IoT growth that depend on 5G networks.39 Recently, the congressional hearing dedicated its discussion to the antitrust implications of IoT smart home devices.40 During this hearing, the main antitrust concern expressed by the European Commission surfaced: Emerging gatekeepers are “poised” to be dominant players in smart home devices, especially for voice assistants.41

21. As in the European Union, the congressional hearing focused on voice assistants and the role of well-known platforms such as Amazon, Google, and Apple in this market. Unduly inferring from this niche market, the congressional hearing concluded that these platforms become emerging gatekeepers in the IoT market. Overall, there is a shared transatlantic belief that the two or three gatekeepers dominate the IoT because smart home devices, especially the narrow focus of voice assistant devices, feature a handful of companies. However, not only is such focus excessively narrow to infer conclusions about the state of competition in IoT sensors and ecosystems at large, but it most importantly obliterates the necessary distinction between the legitimate concern

---

30 European Commission, op. cit. note 15, at 77.
31 Ibid., at 62.
32 “Bottleneck” seems to refer to being an intermediary. See European Commission, Digital Markets Act: Ensuring Fair and open digital markets, Questions and answers, December 15, 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_20-2349 (last accessed July 1, 2021) (where the European Commission describes gatekeepers as these companies who have “the power to act as private rule-makers and to function as bottlenecks between business and consumers”).
for extreme market concentration (i.e., “gatekeepers”) and the legitimate motive of innovators creating new markets (i.e., thereby reaping off temporary first-mover advantages).

III. Antitrust reality: Market power via market creation

22. Entrepreneurs explore and exploit the business opportunities ushered by IoT disruptive innovation. They create new products and services which are markets of their own. In that regard, market creation inherently leads to first-mover advantages when entrepreneurs are successful and meet consumer demand. Nevertheless, as innovation would spread and correspondingly entrepreneurial rents would decline, markets will mature after an initial stage of incipiency. 39

23. Consequently, antitrust authorities should not confuse market-creating with market tipping: The flawed notion of “emerging gatekeepers” may thwart the innovative incentives of disruptive entrepreneurs.

24. When creating new markets (i.e., new smart devices and connected services), an entrepreneur using IoT technologies may very well epitomize the Schumpeterian notion of value appropriation, especially when technologies are at a stage of incipiency; “Practically any investment entails, as a necessary complement of entrepreneurial action, certain safeguarding activities such as insuring or hedging. Long-range investing under rapidly changing conditions, especially under conditions that change or may change at any moment under the impact of new commodities and new technologies, is like shooting at a target that is not only indistinct but moving—and moving jerkily at that. Hence it becomes necessary to resort to such protecting devices as patents or temporary secrecy of processes or, in some cases, long-period contracts secured in advance.” 40

25. The IoT technologies should indeed force us to recognize the need for a dynamic approach to competition as such approach “causes tension between intellectual property and antitrust paradox to soften. The patent system provides some amount of exclusion; and some amount of exclusion is required to foster innovation, particularly in a more competitive market environment.” 41 A dynamic view of IoT competition would reconcile interoperability/standardization expectations with the necessary exercise of market power by first movers as an incentive and reward to innovations.

26. Innovative companies that created smart devices have inevitably enjoyed first-mover advantages. For instance, when Google, Amazon, Samsung, Sonos, and Apple created their voice assistants and smart speakers, they did not coordinate. As a consequence, standard protocols emerged without interoperability at first, before joint initiatives could foster interoperability. They are market creators rather than gatekeepers: The market evolution may lead to new entrants as innovations become widespread and the market matures. Regardless, it is hasty to conclude that the market has tipped as it is an incipient market.

27. In other words, the attempt in the U.S. to revive the Clayton Act’s incipiency doctrine with legislative bills and radical changes in enforcement doctrine to prevent harm to competition before that harm materializes as well as the desire in the European Union to resort to the notion of “emerging gatekeepers” to implement a precautionary approach to antitrust may prove misguided when it comes to market players creating markets via IoT technologies. Indeed, since these markets are merely emerging, any desire to castigate innovators as gatekeepers to enforce essential facilities doctrines to their inventions and patented products would deter innovation and harm competition.

28. Also, a somber analysis of the effects of interoperability rambles caution. Interoperability among IoT devices may generate similar effects to interoperability in digital services. Thus, increased interoperability (i.e., decreased consumer switching costs) may increase, rather than decrease, market concentration under high network effects. 42 Only a viable outside option, such as an equally efficient service or platform, may decrease switching costs and not generate increased market concentration. 43 Decreasing switching costs on one side of the platform (e.g., consumers) may increase the price on the other side of the platform (e.g., service providers), thereby generating net negative effects on economic efficiency. 44 Therefore, increased interoperability and the associated end user’s ability to multi-home do not necessarily generate economic efficiencies as cooperation and competition between ecosystems are beneficial. 45 Concerning IoT technologies, what are the implications?

29. IoT smart devices often operate in closed systems since proprietary business models maximize value appropriation and incentivize investments. Closed IoT systems are most present for dominant companies able to produce smart devices within that ecosystem. As a result, closed IoT systems generate the most serious antitrust concerns as opposed to open-source standards. However, there is


43 Ibid.


a tradeoff between maximizing incentives of innovators through entrepreneurial rents of closed systems and, on the other hand, fostering entry with open standards with less value appropriation and lower rewards for innovators. Consequently, an optimal level of interoperability (i.e., inter-brand competition) is desirable:

Figure 2

30. Borrowing from Prof. Philippe Aghion's U-inverted relationship, low interoperability (i.e., high appropriability) incentivizes innovation—this is the upward stage of the curve. Conversely, entry barriers would decrease when interoperability is introduced (either by regulatory mandate or by self-regulation). Thus, competition would increase but at the cost of innovation incentives—this is the downward stage of the curve. Consequently, it is important to preserve value appropriation with limited/ no interoperability when technologies emerge to incentivize innovation. It is, however, desirable to spur competition when the market matures with greater interoperability standards. As the IoT technologies only emerge, antitrust regulators should refrain from adopting a precautionary approach toward antitrust enforcement in the IoT market: *ex ante* interventions to force interoperability at too early a stage of technological and market development shall undermine devices and services innovation. Forced interoperability toward innovative first mover may harm both innovations in the short term and the advent of a competitive environment in a subsequent stage of dispersed innovations. Indeed, interoperability suggests standardization, but “if the standard is adopted too early it may limit innovation, and if poor choices are made in the standardization process, inferior technology may be adopted. These issues are difficult, probably impossible, to address under the antitrust rules.”

31. Against that background, the European Commission’s Preliminary Report excessively narrows its focus (and concern) on three of the four companies present in the consumer voice assistant market. Such a discretely narrow focus precludes providing a wider picture of the IoT market. Rather, in the IoT market, the interwoven rivalry between hardware companies and information technology companies over connected products blurs the definition of relevant markets for antitrust purposes. Indeed, as Michael Porter and James Heppelmann write, “[in many companies, smart, connected products will force the fundamental question, ‘What business am I in?”

IoT companies create markets: It is a prime example of the competition for the market rather than competition within the market.

32. To be sure, innovators who create new IoT markets benefit from the first-mover advantage by amassing data stroves and having a reputational benefit over laggard firms. If technological costs are to be considered as barriers to entry, these barriers soon go down “when smart, connected products leapfrog or invalidate the strengths and assets of incumbents.” Thus, first movers have, per definition, a temporary competitive advantage: Network effects and scale economies lead to winner-take-most until innovations become ubiquitous and entrepreneurial rents attract new entrants.

33. The building of IoT capabilities is crucial to the competition on the merits—i.e., rewarding first movers and incentivizing viable entrants. Dynamic capabilities are “the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing environments.” In rapidly changing markets where IoT technologies already find useful appliances, dynamic capabilities are essential to outcompete rivals. For instance, when in 2000 the software company LG introduced “smart fridges,” it gained a first-mover advantage which enabled the company to outcompete incumbents (such as Whirlpool, KitchenAid, Electrolux, etc.) but also competing electronics brands (such as Samsung, Thomson, GE, etc.). In other words, IoT-connected devices compete with traditional incumbents thanks to dynamic capabilities. These IoT capabilities are monitoring, control, optimization, and autonomy:

Figure 3.


34. More generally, data quality provides firms with a competitive advantage on IoT capabilities: As “companies are embracing new information-driven models to outperform their peers,” investments in data quality...
can leverage IoT capabilities. Consequently, big data analytics firms can enter the IoT market should they successfully leverage their market position. Antitrust enforcers notoriously overlook this aspect.

35. In the IoT market, competition with the large digital platforms of the Internet (such as Google, Amazon, Apple, etc.) remains marginal. Except in the niche market of voice assistants and home speakers, large digital companies have not captured significant market positions in popular IoT-connected devices such as light bulbs, home security, etc. It is unclear whether or not these companies are willing (or are capable) to enter into the numerous IoT-appliance markets. The dynamic capabilities of traditional market actors will be determinant in their ability to preclude the competitive entry of these large platforms.

36. Rather than portraying a lack of competition, the reality of the IoT competition reveals a fierce rivalry: among the 20 main rival companies competing for IoT device management, the large digital platforms operate within a competitive environment made by large traditional companies (such as GE, Bosch, Oracle, IBM, etc.) and specialized companies. Also, historic companies such as BlackBerry re-emerges as IoT market leaders with their “QNX” real-time operating system. Consequently, it is much too early to conclude that large digital platforms dominate the market for IoT device management: As such market emerges, the competitive constraints may also benefit traditional hardware companies or IoT-dedicated companies.

37. In conclusion, the current transatlantic momentum, which leads to considering that the IoT market has tipped in the benefit of few gatekeepers, not only ignores that the IoT market is considerably much larger than the market for customer voice assistants, where indeed few companies reached dominance currently via innovative devices, but it also overlooks the stage of developments of innovation as markets mature. Therefore, antitrust enforcers should refrain from engaging in precautionary interventions (in Europe) or resorting to incipiency doctrine (in the U.S.), else the innovative capabilities of entrepreneurs may suffer as investments and research may prove less attractive due to hasty prescriptive regulations. Ex ante interventions before harm materialize undermine innovations, especially those arising out of the IoT since it remains an incipient market. All the more so since IoT technologies are about to be themselves disrupted by blockchain technology.


51. Also, historic companies such as BlackBerry re-emerges as IoT market leaders with their “QNX” real-time operating system.

52. A. Portuese, Precautionary Antitrust: A Precautionary Tale in European Competition Policy, in Law and Economics of Regulation, K. Matha, A. Tor, eds. (Heidelberg: Springer, 2021), 203–212.


56. The researchers and developers of the ICT sector decided to integrate “security by design” technology within an environment such that IoT overcomes the limitations. [Blockchain], being one such technology, grants authenticity, non-repudiation, and integrity by default, and utilizing smart contracts, manages authorization and automation of transactions as well. [Blockchain] can manage authorization and automation of transactions as well. [Blockchain] can manage authorization and automation of transactions as well.
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